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CEBA II ·b enefits all, especially deans
by Lance Turner
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

The con struction of CEBA
II, n earing completion, will
provide students with a hightech atmosphere, give faculty
much needed space and set a
new standard for deans' offices
atUCF.
UCFs College of Business
Administration is expected to
begin moving into its new
home during the last week of
February.
The new CEBA facility, the
second in a planned series of
three, will physically join the
business and engineering colleges together.
·

"i hope we set a new
standard for the campus."
Dr. Clifford Eubanks,
Dean of the College
of Business
CEBA II is divided into two
sections. The Business Administration (BA) facility is
four stories highwith an exterior that combines the academic-brick-look with the

modern high-rise reflective
shield glass.
What ties the CEBAI and II
together is the Joint Use facility or J.U. The cla ssrooms,
ca se-rooms an d 2 large auditoriums in the JU will be used by
both colleges.
CEBA II stands as a physical metaphor of the colleges it
will serve - just as the Engineering and business schools
are independent, the architecture of the business facility
has a distinction and independence from the older CEBA
I engineering facility. And the
blended look of the JU is a
representation of the common
ground that will be shared by
both schools.
"I hope we set a new standard for the campus," says Dr.
Clifford Eubanks, Dean of the
college of Business. The objective was to create a "corporate
type environment, because
that is where a very high percent of our graduates are
going."
In the corporate world,
every good CEO has a good
office, and as CEO of the Col- SOURCE: Central Florida Future researcti
lege of Business Administration, Eubanks will have the guidelines - occupies ap"dean's wing" to se down
rb
225 sq. feet
the second floor of the BA secbusiness in.
The seven room dean's of- tion.
When asked about the office - which stays within the
State University System fice, Dr. Wally Reiff, Associate
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Dean of Administration, said
Priv te industry does support
education, and we have to be
able to bring these people to
campus in a setting they feel
Busicomfortable in."

ness and Engineering students, according to Eubanks,
can expect to attend summer
classes in the new building.
The case-r ooms , h aving
first appeared at Harvard,
have rows of desks seated on
tiers of decking that progress
upward towards the back of
the room.
The rows are arched across
the room in a horseshoe
shaped design, placing the
instructor at the front of the
room surrounded by the students.
Dr. Harvey Lewis, Associate Dean, College of Business
Administration, said, the caseroorns are "designed for maximum teaching effectivenessin terms of eye contact of the
professors and the students."
For the entire CEBA II
building, there are 13 such
case-rooms and five classrooms. In aP,dition, there is
also four seminar rooms and
two conference rooms.
When not in class, students
in CEBA will be able to dine in
a snack bar, complete with an
outdoor patio, or just soak up
the sunshine in the two story
atrium.
·
The CEBA complex, according to Joe Harris, construction
inspector and project coordiSEE CEBA-11PAGE4

New pfoposal .wants
to raise athletic fee
by.Paul Gilbert
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Eric Pansona/CENTAAL FLORIDA FUTURE:

TAKE IT EASY
Mike Raisler takes time out of his busy schedule last week to enjoy the last few
rays of Fl,0rida sunshine before temperatures finally cooled down.

UCF will do away with a $16 athletic fee, which accompanies every tuition bill, and replace it with a percredit hour ath letic fee of up to $6.15
pending t he approval of the Board of
Regents in Tallahassee.
"In order to have a first-class athletic program, the students and university must be willing to pay for it,"
the Athletic Fees Committee wrote in
their recommendation to President
Colbourn last month . "A fee increase is
needed t o compete with other institutions that already h ave top quality
intercollegiate athletic programs."
Currently, UCF students pay $1.92
per credit hour in addition t o the $16
flat fee. Under the new proposal, which
the Board of Regents is considering,
students with six or more credit hours
will pay $6.15 per credit hour, and

students at the Brevard or Daytona
campuses or students with five or less
will pay $4.90 per credit hour.
For example, a student at the main
campus with 12 credit hours will pay
$73.80 per term in athletic fees. This
year, the same student paid $39.40.
The same student in Daytona Beach or
Brevard campuses will pay $58.80 for
the same class load.
"Atfirst, Dr. Colbourn and I thought
it was a little steep," Student Government President Denver Stutler said.
"But whatl'veheardfrom thestudents
, they thought it was justifiable. If sentiment sways against it, I'll work with
McDowell t o change it."
The increase will generate an additional $756,543 next year for the athletic department . The department
plans to earmark $277,200 for 66 scholarships. An additional $215,000 will be
spent to increase staff, and $125,000
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• Find out about the very
mysterious disappearing
act of mens tennis coach,
Mike DeFranco. Plus,
Chris Brady takes a look at
this year's basketball
schedule.

• What's new on the
music
underground
scene. Plus, movie and
album reviews that could
save you money for the
Christmas holidays. It's a
festive edition of Confetti.
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Funds for Pell .Grants decrease
pected.
As a result, the government could try to
balance its books by cutting the amounts it
grants to all but the very poorest students borStudents may find their Pell Grants shrink- rowing money or by asking Congress for a
ing after next June, the U.S. Department of "supplemental appropriation."
Education warned last week.
Tripp said she didn't know how big the
The government is running short of the "shortfall" in Pell Grant funds would be - she
funds it uses to make Pell Grants, department guessed it would be $30 million to $50 million
spokeswomen Victoria Tripp said.
- but Charles Saunders of the American
Tripp said that campuses -which are sup- Council on Education in Washington, D.C.,
posed to return unused Pell Grant money to the predicted it would amount to $250 million.
department, which then would give it to other
Saunders feared the department would
students at other schools - have not refunded
as much money as the department had exSEE PELL PAGE 7
by Staff Report

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

•

..

WILD BLUE PAVEMENT
Look over there. It's a bird. No, it's a car. No, it's a plane. Just what the heck is it? Well it's kind of
'
a car-plane provided by the UCF Air Force ROTC.

• DATING CONTRACT

•

Dr. Roy U. Schenk, male
rights activists, advocates that
equality between the sexes
should be extended to dating
and, more specifically, "Date
Rape."
Schenk states if women
would assume equal responsibilities with men for initiating
and paying for dates as well as
initiating sex.
"Some feminists seem far
more interested in being able
to continue blaming men than
they are in so1ving the problem
of so-called Date Rape,"
Schenk stated.
"This blaming of men sidetracks women from assuming
the responsibility of an equal
partner and continues a traditional way that women control
and maintain power over men.
Not to assume responsibility is
sexism."
Schenk's suggested a solution to the problem is a dating
contract. It would list the
guidelines of sex and finances
on a date.
The dating contract includes a preamble and six
points that are to be mutally
agreed upon by both parties
before each signs.
In the contract by Schenk, if
one person on the date pays for
everything, that person gets
the chance to decide if there
will be sexual involvement.
There is an exception,
though. If both parties agree
that one person shall pay this
time and the other person will

pay next time, then the issue of
sex is not a concern.
Schenk has sent his dating
contract to several Greek organizations in the California
area. The contract has rasied
much publicity.
Men generally do not find
the contract inoffensive, but
many feel they have a hard
enough time getting dates now
without bringing up the issue
of a contract.
• UCF'S SPACE STATION

Engineering students here
at UCF are now working on a
concept for a space station
tether that would eventually
become a docking point for
shuttles from earth, an
elevator cable for crew and
materials and a hitching post
for experiments away from the
station.
The tether would be no
thicker than a washline and
extend at least 10 kilometers
or 6.25 miles.
It would be kept in place by
the gravity-free atmosphere.
The students, all are seniors
in mechanical or areospace
engineering, have until next
spring to develop their concept.
There is only 24 such
groups across the country currently preparing space-related designs.
Although UCF is not a fullfledged member of the Universities Space Research Association, we were asked to join in
the research because of our

proximity to the Kennedy
Space Center.
The student groups this
year are tackling four major
areas, including: Mission to
Planet Earth (assigned to the
UCF team), Humans to Mars,
Outpost on the Moon, and
Exploration of the Solar System.
Dr. Loren Anderson is the
UCF professor who oversees
the research team.
Last year's team created a
concept for a refuse management system.
"The project was very well
received by NASA and now
better than half of that class is
now working for NASA or
NASA contractors," Anderson
said.
Bill Mahoney, 24, mechanical engineering major, stated
the work has been difficult,
but also "very fascinating. It's
almost unbelievable, until you
realize what can be done in
space, in an environment that
is free of gravity."
•TAX BREAK

(CPS) Teaching and research assistants who paid
taxes on their tuition waivers
this year may be getting some
money back from Uncle Sam.
The Technical and Miscellaneous Revenue Act of 1988,
passed by Congress in late
October and just signed into
law by President Reagan,
made tax exemptions for part
of teaching and research
assistant's tuition permanent.

The measure helped correct
some of the unintentional side
effects of the landmark Tax
Reform Act of 1986.
Most campuses pay grad
students not by writing them
checks, but by waiving a protoin of their tuition. Under the
Tax Reform Act, grad students
had to pay taxes on their waivers.
The act is retroactive to Jan.
1, 1988, and students who
have already paid taxes on
their tuition waivers may get a
refund.
• FINANCE ASSOCIATION

The Student Finance Association is currently having a
membership drive.
The SFA is a student organization promoting the interests and activities of UCF
finance students.
Membership in the group
lets the students attend their
lecture series, participate in
the resume booklet, participate in research projects as
well as par.ticipating in socials.
Stop by the group's table
currently in front of the library
for more information.
• DUKAKIS FOR THE YOUNG

Initial exit poll results suggested a slightmajority of voters under age 25 voted for Gov.
Michael Dukakis in the Nov. 8
election, though George Bush
won the endorsement of 56
percent of the nation's college
graduates.
The results, tabulated from

exit polls conducted by the
NBC, ABC and CBS television
networks, did not distinguish
between college students and
other voters younger than age
25.
ABC News found Dukak.is
won a majority of the votes
cast by boththe youngest
(under the age of25) and oldest
(over the age of 60) citizens,
while winning 51 percent of
those cast by people with only
a high school diploma and 62
percent of the nation's high
school drop-outs.
New voters -- typically
those who have turned 18
since the 1984 presidential
election --- preferred Bush instead of Dukakis by a 50-4 7
percent margin.Young voters,
said CBS political editor Dotty
Lynch, were conspicuous by
their absence at the polls.
Voters younger than 30
made up only 20 percent of the
electorate Nov. 8, down from
24 percent in 1984.

• • •

Due to a format change,
club info and meeting times
are not being used, on a general basis, in News Clips.
Campus organizations are
encouraged to place their information in the The Central
Florida Future's classified
section.
News Clips are compiled
from local reporting and news
and wire sources. Direct inquiries or submissions to
Lance Turner at The Central
Florida Future News Office.
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a work room and storage area
the dean can enter the execuFROM PAGE 1
tive conference room.
Also included with the suite
nator, will provide UCF with are an executive secretary
111,000 square feet of useable area, a room for a administrawork space and more than 110 tive assistant, and a reception
new offices for Business Ad- area that serves the associate
ministration faculty.
dean's office as well.
At present, says Reiff, BA
Jerry Sweeney, assistant
faculty offices are spread out vice-president broker of Cushover the campus, because the man and Wakefield, Inc., said
college has outgrown Howard a similar office with 2,000
Phillips Hall.
square feet of useable area
He said many faculty and would lease for $32,000 per
graduate students are year in the Central Florida
"cramped up in double offices." Research Park.
Reiff also spoke of a spin-off
When the construction on
effect that would occur when CEBA II ends, it will take more
the office and classroom space, than a month to finish up be~
currently in use by the busi- fore the building contractually
ness college, becomes avail- becomes the University's.
able.
According to Jerry Alvarez,
The move into the new carpenter foreman with Aberbuilding will create vacancies thaw Construction Comp·any,
all over campus, and other the BA section will reach the
classes and faculty can then turnover milestone in early
move into the newly available January, with the JU section
space.
coming in at the end of JanuSitting at the desk in the ary.
The turnover point is when
dean's suite, the dean will
have two walls full of windows the construction contractor
to look at.
starts turning the building
The suite also comes over to the University.
equipped with a kitchenette
At the turnover milestone
and a full bath.
or "at substantial completion"
The suite's office leads to a phase, as described by Harris,
small study \computer room, the building is given a walk
and with a short walk through through and the contractor

CEBA-11

then has 30 days to correct any
discrepancies.
After this 30 day period the
building becomes the College
of Business Administration
and the move-in begins.
The executive case room on
the second floor of the BA was
described as a feat of engineering by Alvarez.
It has a far higher level of
sophistication than any of the
dozen other case-rooms.
Each seat, or workstation,
will be equipped with a computer connection, microphone
talk back capabilities and
could include telephone access.
Seminars and classes in will
be video taped from a adjoining control panel.
"The most expensive, the
most manpower and the most
work to do" was how Alvarez
summed up the amount of attention given to the executive
case room.
And, according to Lewis, it
will be used primarily by the
College of Business' Management Institute which works
extensively with the business
community.
CEBA II is, said Lewis, "a
facility that is wor Id class.
Really you don't find this caliber of a facility at many universities in the nation."

CESA II will provide much bigger classroom and office space.

The highly endangered manatee is
Florida's official state marine mammal. It is a
unique, gentle. vegetarian that likes to eat sleep,
swim, and play. Help support manatee conservation efforts by sending your tax-deductible contribution to:

It's Up To Us!

•

Join Today

Save the Manatee® Club
500 N. Maitland Avenue, Maitland, FL 32751
Or call for further information (407) 539--0990

Funds raised go coward public awareness. education and research efforts.

Typing
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Walk-by Registration has been increased to the following:
HOva4BER 16 (W)
NOVEMBER 17 ( R)
HOVEMSER 18 ( Fl
HOVEJ4BER 21 (H)
NOVEMBER 22 ( T)
NOVEMBER 23 (W)
NOVEJ4BER 28 ( H)
HOTE: COHHl.t41TY

0900-1200
1600-1900
0900-1200
0900-1200
0900-1200
13.00-1600
0900-1200
1600-1900
0900-1200
0900-1200
1300-1600
COLLECE ORIENTATION NOVEMBER 29 (T)

NOVEHSER 29 ( T)
NOVEMBER 30 (W)
DECEMBER 1 (R)
DEct:MBER 2 (F)
DECEMBER 5 (H)
DECEMBER 6 (Tl
DECEMBER 7 (W)
DECEMBER 8 (R)
DECEMBER 9 (F)

0900-1200
090D-1200
0900-1200
0900-1200
0900-1200
0900-1200
0900-1200
0900-1200
0900-1200

1100-1600
1300-1600
1600-1900
1300-1600
1300•1600
1300-1~

1300-1600
1300-1600
1300-1600

1600-1900

Regular Registration will be only two days:
JAHUARY 3 ( T)
DECREE-SEEKINC STUDENTS (BY APPT.)
RECI STRATI ON CLOSED
DECREE-SEEK INC STUDENTS (BY APPT.)

·0900-1200
1200-1300
1300-1900

JANUARY 4 (W)
DECREE •SEEi( INC STUOENTS (BY APPT. )
REGISTRATION CLOSED
DECREE •SEEK I NC STUDENTS (BY APPT.)
FACULTY, STAFF, STATE EMPLOYEES ANO
NON-DECREE SEEK I NC STUDENTS

0900-1200
1200-1300
1300-180D
1800-1900

NOTE:
When ENC 1101 & ENC 1102 close, there will be
a waiting list for students who can't get into the
class; there will be no overrides. When someone
drops the class, the first person on .the waiting list
will be registered for the class and the fee invoice
will be mailed.

.-·-"-

1'1.4.''1/i~ ~it;f[.~i~~'!*~ t.\filit~a..
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•
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Hours:
Monday-Thursday
9:00am-l 1:00pm
Friday
9:00am-9:00pm
Sunday
5:00pm-l l :OOpm
Typewriters are provided by Student
Government for all UCF students with
proper ID. The Typing Room is located
in the Student Government Offices,
Boom 155.
For more information
call 275-2191

•

•
•
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The University of Florida and Florida State
University mostly rely on on television contracts and gate receipts; therefore have athletic
fees under $1.25 per credit hour.
Only . Florida A&M comes close to UCF at
$4.50 per credit hour or $108 a year based on a
full-time load.of12 credit hours. Florida Atlantic University charges $4 a .c redit hour or $96 a
year per full-time student.
Proponents of the increase point to schools
including Georgia Southern and West Georgia
which have bolstered their young programs
with increased athletic fees.
Georgia Southern charges a flat fee of $52
per full-time student each quarter or $156 per
academic school year.
Stutler wrote his recommendation of the
proposal to Colbourn on Oct. 31.
"While an increase is never popular, I do
support the concept of improving our position
athletically in all sports, and realize this can
only be done with the proposed increase."

Government Books
& More!

Send for your free C.;.i.alog
Free Catalog
Box 37000
Washington DC 20013-7000

TURN YOUR WHITE ELEPHANT BOOKS
INTO GREENBACK BUCKS ...

CASH IN AT ~fi ~ntit BOOKS'i'O~
Universi~y ~hoppes
U~iversity Blvd~ at Alafaya

658-4612
;

Tr.

REGISTER TO
WINFREE
·-

TEXTBOOKS-I~
"v \; ·J .
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NCR SAWTES: ..~
1HE WINNERS OF 1HE STAKEHOLDER
ESSAY COMPEITI10N -

''Progressive companies have begun
to think beyond the traditional
Telationship of the firm to society
and have begun to manage all of
the relationships upon which they
depend for survival. Firms that
don't follow suit may regret their
short-sightedness:'

STAKEHOLDER ESSAY COMPETITION WINNERS
First Place
Murray B. Low
University of Pennsylvania /
Wharton School of Business
Second Place
Ron Gilbert
Univermy of Iowa
NATIONAL WINNERS

Scot Barcnblat
University of Texas /Austin
Mark Chriscel
University of Wisconsin

Murray B. Low, Winner
NCR Stakeholder Essay
Competition

Same of today's most important ideas are
he/,d in trust by the leaders of tomorrow.

Moro than 2,500 such leaders, college
students from all over the country, reamt~
competed in an NCR-sponsored essay
competition. The topic: "Creating Value
For Stakeholders In Corporations
And/Or Not-For-Profit Organizations.'
At stake: $300,000 in o:wa.rds. And at
even greater stake: a chance to affect the
way the world does business.
NCR is proud to salute the first prize
winner, Murray B. Low of The Wharton
Schoo~ The University of Pennsylvania·
and the second, prize winner; Ron Gilbert
of The University of Iowa. NCR also
congratulates· the 98 national and state
award winners, as well as their schools.
Their names are listed below.
Our sincere thanks to all who entered the
competition. Their ideas promise a "bright
future-for themselves, and for business
the world over.

Scott Evans
Colorado Sra1e Universi1y
Kalyanaram Gurumurthy
MassachuseltS lnstituu of
Technology/Sloan
Gregory Heyworth
Columbia Universuy
Yen-Chi Huang
Stanford University

Darnell Hunr
Georgetown UnlfJemty
James Mahon, Jr.
Uniousity of
California I Berkeley
Amy Monxgomery
Umvemcy of M1ch1gan
STATE WINNERS

Kathryn Adam
Umverwy of Minnesota
umyAhn
Northwestern University
Ajay Ahuja
University of Idaho/Moscow
Bruce Alexander
M rddlebury ColJege
Robert Asscln
Yale University

St.eVe Atkins
University of Alaska
Thomas Austin
University of Wisconsin / tout

Jack Ballentine
University of Georgia
John Banko
University of Florida
Fred Bentsen
Rice University
Michael Blach
California Polytechnic
State/San Luis Obispo
Susan Bodenheim
Miami University

George Bohan
Case Western Reserve University
Mark Caligaris
University of
Pennsylvania/Wharton
Marini~ Barros Carrero
lnteramerican University
Nikki Chon~
University of
Pennsylvania/Wharton
Suzanne Chung
Northwestern University
Robin Clair
Kent State University
William Cowie
University of California I Irvine
Christopher Cunningham
Kansas Stale University
Howard Dewes
Trinity Bible College

NC~s Mission:

Peter Donati
Cornell University/Oxford
Gerhaldt Douglass
Univmity of Miami
Tunothy Duning
Purdue University/Krannerc
Chris Dyke
University of Florida
Vanita D'Silva
Virginia Polytechnic I nscitute
George Ellis
University of Michigan
Brant Enderle
Ohio State Umvemty
Judith Finest nc
Drexel Univermy
Duane rord
Ease Texas race
Bruce Friedman
Harvard Business School
Eran Gartner
Corne1/ University
Marc Grcidingcr
University of Maryland
William Hammer
Northwestern Unwersity
Philip Hutch n
David Lipscomb College
Thomas Irwin
Hawa11 Pacific College
John Jacobs
North Carolina Stale
Scott Johnston
Brown University
tephanic Jordan
Appalachian State University
Andrew Scon Kcati ng
Dartmouth College
Sonya Kelly
University of Nebraska
Charlotte Klaus
University of D nver
Gail Koren
Kent State University
Michael Kuhn
Washington University
Lawrence Kupcrs
U.C.L.A.
David Lambert
University of Florida
James LaPrath
Montana State University
Signe Larkin
Northern Arizona University
Leonard T. Lee
Cornell University
Mark Lofstrom
Columbia University
Gary MacDonald
University of Michigan
Charles Marquette, Jr.
Louisiana State University
Douglas McMahon
University of Virginia
Russell Meier
Rice University
Susan Ann Milne
Willamette University

Brian Minney
University of Maryland
Ernest Ndukwe
Michigan State University
Matthew O'Nuska, Ill
University of New Mexico

Create Value for Our Stakeholders

Etienne Weiss Owrak
Earlham College
Elizabeth Parsons
Norcheascern University
Bradley Pick
Northwesrern Univertity
John D. fuwell
Louisiana Tech Universicy
Bruce Rebhan
University of
California / Berkeley
Richard Reid
Harding University
David Roeder
Mmimpp1 State Universicy
Gordon Sargent
University of Kansas
Peter K . Schalestock
Cornell University
Jusrus Schlichting
Claremont Graduate School
Kimberly Schwartz
College of St. Benedict
John Schwerin
Christian Brothers College

Scan Shafer
Universizy of Cincinnari
Brian Shaffer
Universily of
California / Berkeley
Angela Sizemore
University of Soiuh Carolina
Julia Snell
Auburn University
MichadSo~

University of
Pennsylvania / Wharton
Lisa Stamm
Northern Kentucky University
Michael Strong
Monterey Institute of
l nternational S1udies
Ashu Suri
Princeron Universiry
Brent Taliaferro
Oklahoma State Universily
Dianne Todd
Northwestern University
Jay Tompt
Monterey Institute of
International Studies
Hilary Turner
University of
Washington / Seaule
Curt Walker
Purdue University
Joji Watanabe
University of Virginia
Gary Wiggin
Georgia Stale Universicy
Robert Williams
Harvard Business chool
Linda Gail Williamson
Carnegie-Mello11 University
Stewart Wilson
Brigham Young University
Mike Windey, Jr.
University of South Carolina
Gary Winger
University of Utah
Barry Wolverton
Millsaps College

•

•

•
•

•
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FROM PAGE3

•

pus facility to a private company that can make its own
rules for the dorm and can also
increase the rates at their discretion.
The housing office does not
receive any federal or state
funds. It depends on the semesterly fees paid by dorm
residents, explained McCray.
There are more than 200 students on a waiting list for the
spring semester and there are

PELL
FROM PAGE 3

•

•

•

choose to compensate for the
missing money by cutting
everyone's grants a little,
which the Reagan administration has threatened to do to
both Pell Grants and Guaranteed Student Loans when
shortfalls arose in 1987 and
1986.
Saunders wants the departmen t to ask Congress for a
supplemental appropriation
instead of cutting grants.

more expected next fall.
The housing office pays
UCF$60,000 ayearfortheuse
of the Physical Plant and
campus police service, but receives no funds from the
school.
McCray said the semesterly
fee of$ 718 will increase about
$50, but it will not be as a
result of the plans for expansion .
He added the Housing Department is trying to save
money by gradually eliminating the maid service, which
costs $150,000.

Financial aid used as tool
by Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

Students in the near future
will have to participate in a
community or military service
in order to get financial aid, if a
proposal made by Sen. Lloyd
Bentsen ·and the Democratic
Leadership Council in the last
days of the presidential cam:;'aign becomes law.

If it does, it would be another social string Congress
has tied to student aid in recent years to change students'
behavior.
· Bentsen said he would wipe
out most current forms of student aid, instead letting young
people · earn vouchers worth
$10,000 for each year of community service or $12,000 for
each year of civilian work for a
military service.

In campaign speeches at
Stanford University, the University of California at Los
Angeles and in appearances in
Dallas and Minneapolis in
early November, Bentsen explained students could then
use the vouchers to help pay
for college, vocational training
or for a down payment on a
house.

He
termed
the
department's choice "the first
test
of
the
Bush
administration's support for
education."
"It's not fair to automatically reduce students' awards .
The department's estimates
are always wrong, then if the
estimate (of needed funds) is
over the appropriation, they
want to reduce the grants by
that much."
Tripp said the department
would make its decision about
how to handle the shortfall in
January .

SEE AID PAGE 8

I HOPE ·
SHE DOESN'T
HAVE AIDS!
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COUPON

:

!L!CTltlC CllCU&
Get 2 Tokens for the price of 1
With This Coupon

Lake Howell Square

Goldenrod Square

•
•
••
•
••

:

•
1271 State Rd. 436
4084 North Goldenrod Rd. •
:
Casselberry, Florida
Winter Park, Florida
:
•NEXT To UNITED ARTISTS CINEMA
NEXT To Purr ONEMA
•

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

MOTEL

OVIEDO LODGE
Ethel & Bob Fayette
Monogers

•

YOU CAN'T LNE ON HOPE.
You hope this guy is finally the

right guy.

Downtown, close to everything
Special rates for guests at
weddings and other events
148 N. Central. Oviedo, Florlda
365-5276

You hope this time she just might

be the one.
And you both hope the other one
is not infected with the AIDS virus .
Of course you could ask. But
your partner might not know. That's
because it's possible to carry the
AIDS virus for many years without
showing any symptoms.
The only way lo prevent getting
infected is to protect yourself. Start
using condoms. Every time.

AIDS ti:e~~i~~~~~no,
so can you .

HYQn think you can't get it,

vou're dead wrong.
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CLASS BREAK Billiards
• Gift wrap with purchase
o Gift certificates
• Layaway available
• Special prices for the holiday season
• Other styles available
DR. JOHN J. HAMMERLI,
OPTOMETRIST

10279 E.

COLONIAL

ORLANDO,

FL

273-7370

DR.

7

Buy any of our delicious sandwiches and receive

1 hour of free pool
Good Monday thru Friday 11 :OOam to 3 :OOpm

(Next to UC6 Cinemas)

277-POOL
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But while Bentsen and fellow senators J. Bennett Johnson (D-La.), Barbara Mikulski (D-Md.) and Sam Nunn
CD-Ga.) endorsed what Mikulski
termed "a hot idea," the concept got a
cool response from financial aid officers, student representatives and the
U.S. Department of Education.
"Oh Lord!" gasped Dept. of Education spokesman Roger Murphy when
told of the idea. Others were more concerned the measure would further
change :financial aid from an effort to
help students pay for college into a
"social tool."
In recent years, the government has
made aid a way to make sure students
and their schools have complied with
civil rights laws, military registration
laws, immigration procedures and tax
laws.
In October, lawmakers agreed to
strip aid from any student using or
selhng illegal drugs. "Financial aid is
the source for federal dollars to assist
students, so the government is making
this a major tool of social influence in
higher education," said Dr. John Anderson, financial aid director at Portland State University.
Conditioning financial aid "holds
students ransom to whatever is the
agenda of Congress at a given time,"
argued Janet Lieberman, legislative
director for the United States Student
Association (USSA).
USSA, Lieberman said, is against
using student aid as a tool for any
agenda or purpose except funding a
student's education.
Bentsen's plan, moreover, "may result in only low income people doing it
(community service) rather than
people of all levels," she added. "If you
have plenty of money, you can go to
school without the federal aid."
The plan would also hurt the econ-

•

omy by keeping newly graduated students out of the workforce, and thus
deferring the day they start paying
taxes to the government, contended
Shirley Boardman, aid director at Indiana University and Purdue
University's combined campus in Indianapolis.
Boardman added, "An engineering
graduate who gets a $35,000 job will
pay back his financial aid in taxes soon
enough."
She tells :financial aid applicants,
"I'm here to make you into a nice little
taxpayers."
Anderson and Lieberman deride the
idea of tying politicians' goals to student aid as "social engineering" that
doesn't work.
The eight-year-old law tliat makes
male students swear they've filled out
military registration forms, for example, really hasn't helped the government track down draft evaders.
Portland State's Anderson noted the
U.S. Dept. ofEducation tried to verify if
students who said who said they'd
filled out the military forms actually
had done so.They found "90 percent"
were telling the truth.
"They didn't find evaders, but
they're still continuing with this,"
Anderson complained. Schools have
not actively opposed the military registration string tied to aid because they
themselves don't have to go to the
trouble of deciding if students are telling the truth on the forms.
"Part of the application form asks if
the student has complied with the law.
He checks the box. There's no verification on the part of the school, so there is
no big problem," said Rich Bishop, the
University of Connecticut's associate
director of financial aid.
Some are upset with Congress' effort
to deny aid to students who have been THE WINTER SUN
convict.ed of violating drug laws, not
because of any sense of violated prin- Yes, Mark Robinson is wearing pants! The great part about Florida is Mark
ciple, but because it would be hard for Robinson, as well as everyone else, can wear shorts in November.
the financial aid office to administer.

UNNERSITY

BOOKSTORE

St:.-et:c:h Your Dollar...

BOOK
BUY-BACK
SELL YOUR TEXTBOOKS
BACK TO THE BOOKSTORE

DECEMBER STU - 16TH
STORE HOURS
DECEMBER 5 & 6 • 8:30AM - 7:00PM
DECEMBER 7 - 9 • 8:30AM - 5:00PM
DECEMBER ·l2 & 13 • 8:30AM - 8:00PM
DECEMBER 14 - 16 • 8:30AM - 5:00PM

•
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A UCHO

URGER

"ARE YOU GONNA
LETA BUNCH
OF HALF.-WITS

TURIOUR
PURICLANDS
INTO APUBLIC
DISGRACE?''

If you write to us, we'll tell you
how you can help stop abuse of our
public lands.
Write: Take Pride in America,
P.O. Box 1339, Jessup, MD 20794.
BAD GUYS ABUSE PU8U< LAND.
GOOD GUYS SAVE rr• .::::=.._.;

m!!

-:-:

ANDRE C. JAKUBOWSKI, M.D., P.A.

Obstetrics & Gynecology
Infertility & Laser Colopscopy
With First Office Visit

FREE PAP
&

10% Discount for
Students

NearU.C.F.
4063 N. Goldenrod Rd.
- Suite 5 Winter Park, FL 32 792
FOR APPOINIMENT CALL

( 407) 679-5533

THE NOID· CAN'T BEAT THE BEST.
NOW YOU CAN'T BEAT THE PRICE.
Right now, you can discover how the best just
got a little better. Enjoy
special savings from
Domine's Pizza· with
these coupons. You'll see
why more people call us
for pizza delivery than all
the rest combined. And
now, there's another
reason why the best
just can't be beat.
Guaranteed Twice!
Real pizza. Generous
toppings. To your door in

Serving Unitfersity of
Central Florida:

30 minutes or less. or
we'll take $3.00 OFF
the price of your pizza!
And if you're not happy
with your pizza tor any
reason, we'll replace it or
refund your money.

896-3030
12213 University Blvd.

Hours:
11AM-1AM Sun.-Thurs.
11AM-2AM Frl & Sal

Questions or problem?
Please call the store
manager or your Customer
Service Line 10AM-1AM
Eastern time daily.
1-800-336-6466.

Lim ited delivery areas.
Drivers carry less than $20.
© 1988 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

r···················--,
Large
Cheese
.
·1zza
P
f Or $6 99 I
·

•
• .

®
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Order a delicious 16"
large cheese ptz.za and
you pay only $6. 99!
Each additional topping
only $1 .28. (Tax not

•
•
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L

included)

I
I
I
I
I
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Our 16': 12-slice large
pizza serves 4-6 persons.

Vahd at partocipatmg locatoons only. Not valid with any other coupon Of
offer. Prices may vary. Customer pays applicable sales tax. L1m1ted
delivery areas Drivers carry less than $20 Cl 1988 Domino's Pizza. Inc.

436 S. of University Dr. • 679-6066
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p1
for $8.88!
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ST. JOSEPH'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH

I

I

I

I

I

Saturday Vigil Mass
6:00 P.M.

Otter good thru 12/15/88. :
Our 12·: 8-slice medium I
pizza serves 2-3 persons. I

.

L;m : ·

rwo12"medium
cheese pizzas. Each
additional topping just
$1.28 tor both pizzas.
(Tax not included.)
No Coupon Necessary.

I

®

Valid at participating locations only. Not valid with any other coupon or
otter. Prices may vary. Customer pays applicable sales tax. Limiled
delivery areas. Drivers carry less than S20. C>1988 Domino's Pizza. Inc.

Sunday Masses
8:00, 10:30 & 12 Noon

II
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I $2 ()()
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I
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II
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Order any size pizza
and get $2.00 OFFI

II

Offer good thru 12/15/88.

ii

Our 12·: 8-slice medium
pizza serves 2-3 persons.
Our 16': 12-slice large
pizza serves 4-6 persons.

I
I
I

®

Valid at parllcipallng locations only. Not valid with any other coupon or
otter. Prices may vary. Customer pays applicable sales lax., Ll~iled
delivery areas. Drivers carr,Y less th~n $20. @1988 Domino s P1iza. Inc.

---------------------

Choir Rehearsal
Wednesday, 7:00 P.M.

1501 Alafaya Trail
275-0841

II

WELCOME

JI
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Athletic tee hike
will slap students
unless theY fight
If all goes as planned, the Board of Regents
will hit students hard with another fee hike in the
fall.
The UCF athletic fee which is currently $16
plus $1.92 per credit hour per student may jump to
$6.15 per ~redit hour.
Yes, this means that if you sign up for 12
hours next fall, you would pay and extra $73.80 for
athletic fees (the same hours would cost $39.40 now.)
This leap will give UCF the highest athletic fee in the
state.
This has gone too far.
President Trevor Colbourn says that students must pay to have a first-class athletic program.
Student Body President Denver Stutler agrees, saying that students think the price tag is justifiable.
However, those of us at The Central Florida
Future feel differently. While this fee may fund more
athletic scholarships, it will not benefit the students
paying it.
Supporters justify that part ofthe money will
be used to maintain athletic playing surfaces. However, most students never use the athletic facilities.
Those who do may agree that use of athletic facilities
is not worth $73.80 per semester. They could buy a
yearly membership at a health spa for that.
Coach Gene McDowell wants the money for
scholarships to accompany the footbal1 team's move
to NCAA division I-AA.
While the athletic program needs funds to
move to I-AA, raising student fees is not the way to do
it.
Other schools with top-notch teams, such as
University of Florida and Florida State University,
have gotten their money from stadium receipts and
television contracts. Now this is the way to do it. You
want it, you pay for it.
But these schools have heavy fan support.
People will pay to see the Seminoles play. As of yet,
the UCF Knights haven't built that kind of crowd
support. While the team has come a long way during
McDowell'sfouryears as head coach, we're still a long
way from filling our own stadium.
The move to I-AA, with teams like Georgia
Southern College, will mean a tougher schedule for
the Knights. This in turn will mean fewer fans who
will come out to see the Knights lose.
Since McDowell has decided that I-AA is the way
to go, students will have to pay for it unless they stand
up against this fee increase.
In order to stop the increase from ever happening,
students will have to throw apathy to the wind and
oppose it. It will be quite expensive to remain silent.
Since there is power in numbers, we need you to
tell us how you really feel.
The Central Florida Future phone lines will be
open on Friday from 10:00 to 4:00.
The number is 275-2865.
Call and give us your opinion.
Stop the fee increase.

-#fhe Central Florida Future
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816
Business Office (407) 275-2601, News Office (407) 275-2865
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Women's rights exclude abortion
Women's Alliance at Florida State University in
1971 was solidly for a woman's right to have an
abortion under any conditions. They , called it "a
woman's right to control her own body."
I brought the leader of Women's Alliance to the
biology lab and showed her a number of glass jars
containing human fetuses in progressive stages of
development. It was not a waste of time. This lady
henceforth let others shout the slogans while she concentrated on equal pay for equal work. She had
understood some truth.
A fetus is a human being and killing it is murder.
rm especially hard-lined on this because my birth
was very quietly illegitimate, threatened my
mothers health, (she had had a partial hysterectomy
years earlier) and if she had been living in these
times she probably would have aborted me. I'd like
to scream to the world that I would not have wanted
that!
I recognize there are exceptions where abortion is
the only way to keep the health of the mother.
I believe I've heard all the arguments.
"You're a man, Campanaro," yel1s Ms. Friedan's
look-alike. uyou'll never have to face the situation so
it's easy for you to talk."
True, "O Liberated One," but I learned to cross my
legs in first grade and, in todays sexually aware environment, I surely can find sexual joy in other ways
than coitus.
"Don't you think a woman has the right to control
her own body?" Surely. That's the whole premise

•

•

behind my conclusion. Ifyou've controlled your body,
you d not have an unwanted pregnancy.
uyeah, scumball?" shouts the fat lady wearing a
necklace ofplastic noses. "What about ifyou're raped
and become pregnant? What then?"
Have the baby. It may be inconvenient for you to
do that but there are thousands of childless couples
who want to adopt. Besides, by the time full term is
reached you may have made friends with your son or
daughter and decide to keep being his or her mother.
It isn't easy being a woman. I've known women
who simply hate the thought of a child growing in
them and who don't like children. These people
should investigate having an early hysterectomy or
at least date men who have had their tubes cut.
Using condoms or diaphragms is like playing bingoit's a long shot pregnancy will occur but there's
always a chance. Believe me, I know. I wanted to
name my third child "Bingo."
Those of us men who are against abortion being
legalized may actually prefer women over men to be
with. I have come to that but it can not change my
concept of reality:
A fetus is a human being and killing it is murder.
1

•
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In recent times, our society has become increasingly obsessed with sex. During the 1950s, sex
was rarely discussed. Today we watch television and
movies with topics ranging from disposable douches
to condoms. And the film industry's preoccupation
with "getting laid is another popular topic.
Twenty years ago, a woman posing topless
for a magazine was considered radical and shocking,
but it cannot compare to the sexually graphic publications available today. Is this necessarily a good
thing? Have we gone too far with the golden rule (i.e.
doing unto others as we would like them to do unto
us?)
The whole "sex, sex, sex" business, which is responsible for it, affects· our society.
Perhaps the first thing you think of when you hear
the word "sex" combined with "advertisin~' is one of
those commercials containing a sexy woman with
gorgeous legs who is turning the heads of all the gentlemen she passes. If we limit ourselves to just these
types of commercials, we have overlooked a whole
new popular field. It is called "sexual hygiene and
includes tampons, douches, jock itch cream, PMS
pills, and condoms just to name a few.
These set a precedent for open discussion of personal sexual problems and necessities, but they also
take the award for some of the most embarrassingly
humorous ads of the century. For example, every
;mother and daughter I know sit at the breakfast
table and discuss which tampon they should use (and
the mother always has an unopened box right there
with her.)

...

A movement has arisen accusing advertisers of
using subliminal suggestions. This phenomenon suggests that we are being brainwashed into sexual
behavior. (i.e. they are telling us we want it without
our consciously knowing that they are telling us we
want it.)
Most young adults and teenagers I talked with tell
me that this is hog-wash and they wanted it anyway.
After researching the matter thoroughly, a surprising list was collected. Here are a few examples:
''Delta is ready when you are" (and so is the
stewardess who tells you so.) According to the Soloflex people, "A hard man is good to find." Hard? In·
what place? And the Doublemint Gum folks say, "A
double pleasure is waiting for you." (The Doublemint
twins, perhaps?)
It has become evident that sex has evolved into a
most popular preoccupation. Some people might
even go so far as to call it a hobby. So stop and think.
What are advertisers telling you when they broadcast or print those perfume commercials with the
women in the tight skirts?
In the end, perhaps it's best to say that if drugs are
for those who can't handle reality, then sex is for
those who can't handle celibacy. Or vice versa.

•
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CAMPUS LITE

•

ACADEMIC STATUS

by Steven Polinsky

A LITTLE EXTRA

by Z. Rox

•

Proof positive that UCF
stands for U. Can't Finish.

-SURfBOAROS

Located in the University Shoppes
at University Blvd.· and Alafaya
• Buy One T-Shirt and Get
Second 1/2 Off
• 15°/o off Men's Walkshorts
• 50°/o Off All Women's Swimwear
(Reg. Price Only)

·
HOURS:
Mon -Sat 10-7 • Tues l 0-9 • Sun 12-6
Sale Good Through December 8, 1988
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Alpha Tau Omega

Last meeting of the semester is formal,
Sunday,4th. Everyone have fun at the Christmas Formal, Saturday night. Last of classes
are Dec. 6th. Finals start the 6th, everyone get
to the library ar.d study I Good Luck! Pledges
don'tforget the goal I Congratulations to all the
new initiated Lit1le Sisters Ill

OeHa Tau Delta

Congrats to our new officers for the upcoming
year: Vance Rains, President; Darryl
Sommers, Ext. Vice Pres; Ken Sandlin, Int.
Vice Pres; AnsfyTerechenok, Corresponding
Sec; Jason Cokias, Recording Sec.; Guy
Grace, Treasurer; Tbm Hansing , Asst. Treasurer; Brian Walls, Sgt. At Arms; and Gary
Williams, Guide.

Tau Kappa Epsilon
Now that you are back, study hard for those
finals I Don't forget Founders Day celebration
starts at 8:30 on Saturday.

Slg:na Phi Epsilon
Hey Gang, I hope everyone had a good
Thanksgiving. Its time to study for finals. That
means you J'*1n Sherwin I The banquet was
fantastic. Thanks to you it worl<s for all of us
the Sig Ep way. Our new Executive Board is
President, Jim Mil!er, Vice Pres., Jeff Hale,
Secretary, Patrick Knisel, Chaplin, Chris Alridge. Somebody gi\'e the old Executive
Board a high five. They did a great job and
were all very proud of what you accomplished.
Christmas is around the comer so lets start
feeling Merry before she gets mad and leaves.
Has anybociy tried Kramers new drink? Lil
Sis', the Mexican food was great. Sorry we
were so h mg over. My Posse on Broadway!
Come on with itl See ya later, Jisml

Toastmasters
Communicate with confidence! Learn the formula for success I Come to TOASTMASTERS
and see how. Weekly meetings- Thurs., Sam,
ED238. For more info call 275-4241.

A variety of 2bdrm 1, 1 1/2 & 2 bth Apts. close
to School- all major appliances included washer I dryers, limited. From $380 to $435
plus security. Call Jason at 281-4712

Circle K Club

2bdrmt 2bth. Duplex home close to campus.
Washer/ dryer and ceiling fans. $425 mo. Call
Jeff at 834-8277 or 831-6346.

To all of UCF:
Merry Cl:trlstmas- Happy Hanukkah- Seasons
Greetings- Be Safe- Happy New Yearl Meetings will restart in the Spring.
Student Personnel Assoc.
We are electing officers for next semester
Dec. 1 at 3:30 in CEBA 1, Rm 188 Everyone
Welcome.
Golden Key Honor Society
Spotiight on Golden Keyl
Come tonighttoHPB336at8:00 fora regional
convention update I For more information call
275-26911
Baptist Campus Ministries

Corne join us this Thurs. night for our last
Knight Lite for this semester. The topic for the
night will be• Dating and Marriage... Help I" So
be there at 7pm in the SOL for a great time.
Calling all BCMer's ... this Friday night Is our
annual Christmas Party. Therewlll be Christmas Caroling and a celebration following . So
for a great evening meet behind the Wild Pizza
at 6:00. Tired of the same old thing for breakfast? Well, BCM will be selling fresh donuts
Friday morning. One for $.25 or $2.00 for a
dozen. So for something different stop by our
tables on your way to class.

Now Leasing
Beautiful 2bdrm/ 2bth apartments at Forest
Highlands Apts. Call 282-5657 for more Information.

1982 Ford Escort. Great Condition I Wh/Red
int. 1985 motor 45,000. ml., Am/Fm cassette,
standard. Must Sell. $2100. Call 658-4543.
86 Honda Civic Sedan.Automatic, air, am/fm
cassette, 4 door, cloth interior, like new. 53K
miles. $6000. 282-5684.
Great Christmas Giftl 66 Mustang. Porsche
red/ fresh painV three speed . Come see ltl
Make me an offer!
407-830·8927 Ask for Carl.

SOFTWARE NAME BRANDS 40 to 60% Off
Free Catalog write to MBS, P.O. Box 1893,
W.P. 32700-1893 Specify Comp. Type.

FAST TYPING SERVICE
Quick, professional service. Free revisions.
UCF's oldest typing firm. Same day and weekend service. VISA & MASTERCARD. Over
18,300 satisfied students and 4 grouches.
671-3007
Reasonable and fast typing service. Call
Nancy at 679-4006. Rush Jobs.

Government Homes from· $1 (u-repair).
Delinquent tax property. Repossessions. Call
805-687-6000 ext. GH4628 for current repo
list.

Must sell! Graduating In December. Student
desk, exc. cond $35. Bookshelf rack, white,
new $15. Call 380-0249 after 6:30 p.m.
Dining Room set, 4 chairs. BO. or $50. 2825684
IBM compatible XT 640K 20MB Hard Drive 1.~
2M. Floppy monitor anrer 104 key board.
$975. Call 282-5684.
P10neer sxso, Amp/ Receiver. 50 wt ch. only
$140.00. 282-8139 Wayne/ detalls .
12-speed bike. Good cond. $100 . call Scon
677-7563

Female Roommate needed. 2bdrm/ 2bth. 3
miles from UCF. $215. per month, plus 112
utilities. Available, Dec. 1. Call 658-1955
Debbie or 827-7390 Debrah Sharp.

Atari 520 ST with software, disk drive, and
color monitor. Hardly used. Sell at best otter.
Call Scon 679-9163.

Need Female Roommates to share 2bdrmt 2
1/2bth Townhouse at Chancellor's Row. Just
Built! Only $200 1 mo. Please call Kara 6581635 or Elaine at (703) 323-0325.

Is It True Vou Can Buy Jeeps for $44 through
the U.S. government? Get the facts today!
Call 1-312-742-1142. Ext. 689.

Kappa DeJta

Don't forget Friday nightisChristmasdanceat
Rosemont Country Club! Should be a blast so
make sure you grab yourself a hunk and come
party KD style !

Can you buy Jeeps, Cars, 4x4's Seized In
drug raids for under $100.00? Call for facts
today. 602-837-3401 Ext. 127.

ABORTION SERVICES
Local or IV Sedation. Early Pregnancy Test.
Morning-after treatment. Confidential, Private.
Woman-owned. A special approach to health
care.BIRTH CONTROL CENTER 422-0606.
1030 Herman Ave. Orlando. Nr. 436 & Hwy 50.

Excellent word processing - 366--0538.

Sales/Entrepreneur

Earn
$26,000(part-time)
a year.
Interested? Call
Rick at 875-6900.
Looking for a Mom who is willing to swap
babysitting during spring semester dasses.
Call Joanne 277-7629.
StarVing, talented artist to produce caricarure
for Christmas gift I want 10 see what you can
dol Call Laurie at 877·3350 or 298-7867.

Typist. 20+years experience. Attention to detail and mechanics. Susie 273-2300, 9-5, 6474451 after 6 p.m.
Typing, word processing 275-6210.
Laser printed resumes $10. 658-1163.
Resumes and cover letters.
Designed/ revised/ typed- 657-0079.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING
One mile from UCF Campus
All types of srudent documents. Same day
service available. IBM letter quality word
processing.Fast • Professional • Accurate
WORDMASTERS 277-9600

Interested in a sales job that allows time for
studying? Suntan Center is looking for Parttime (15-20 Hrs. per wk.) Sales Associates,
we will train you. Hourly wages plus commission. Apply in person at 4950 Hall Rd. #2 . Next
to Shoals Apts . Call 678-7773
College Students inrerested in earning a free
Spring Break in Mexico or the Bahamas! Call
Campus Tours, Inc. at (305) 772-8687 .
KEC, Happy Birthday SWeethart
I Love Vou. MLB.

Christmas Holiday
The UCF Campus parking lots will
be seal-coated and paint-striped
during the Christmas Break,
Deceniber 17,1988 through
January 3, 1989.
All vehicles niust be removed. If
any cars are left they will be towed
at the owners' expense. The UCF
police department will be notified
each day as to which parking lots
will .b e done on that day .

The Kiosk will close
December 9 at 5pm and
reopen January 5 at 9am.
The Typing Room will close
December 16 at 5pm and
reopen January 5 at 9am.
• <

No Discount Tickets Available During Break!
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Tennis topic: Where's DeFranco?

•

Controversial coach
leaves team stranded
by Roy Fuoco
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

•

Men's tennis coach and former UCF player Mike
DeFranco, in a move that characterized his eccentric
style both on and off the court, left the team last
month and has not been seen or heard from since.
"He just disappeared," Athletic Director Gene
McDowell said. "He never talked to anybody."
DeFranco left at the beginning of November while
the men's tennis team participated in an intercollegiate tournament in Gainesville. According to team
member Ken Jackson, DeFranco left the night after
arrival.
Jackson said that the team arrived in Gainesville
on a Thursday and practiced later that day. DeFranco stayed up late with some of the players, and
the next morning, was gone.
Jackson said DeFranco left the team stranded
with little money. He has not yet officially resigned.
McDowell said that DeFranco checked out money
to take the team to Gainesville and has yet to reconcile the account. He added that it is not unusual for a
coach to delay reconciling their accounts.
McD owell said that he knows where to reach
DeFranco, but would not disclose such information.
Another team member, Sean Imoff, confirmed
Jackson's story. lmoff admitted to being one of the
players in the room with DeFranco that Thursday
night, but refused to comment any further.
"Everything written in (The Future} last year
made the tennis team look like a joke," Imoff explained.

Ale

Pholo~ENTRAI..

FLORIDA FUTURE

Former Tennis Coach Mike DeFranco eyes a match
last season. He has not been seen since November.

Jackson said that former UCF tennis Coach Ed
Krass, now the tennis coach at Harvard University,
offered DeFranco an assistant coach's job. Jackson
said DeFranco knew before the trip to Gainesville
that he was leaving UCF, but agreed to take the team

on one last trip.
Reached Tuesday afternoon in his office, Krass
said DeFranco was never offered a full-time position
at Harvard .
"He was just helping out the team unofficially for
10 days," Krass said.
Krass said DeFranco has since gone to Toronto to
visit a couple of former teammates. He added that
DeFranco is currently looking for a coaching position
in the Northeast.
De Franco's departure has left some bitter feelings,
team members said.
Jackson: "We're not mad at him as a team, but we
are disappointed at how he left."
Jackson added that DeFranco did not tell the
players that he was leaving.
"He didn't tell us as a team," Jackson said. "There
are some bitter feelings that we heard it from somebody else."
Pat Curry, lastyear'sNo.1 player, said: "We could
use a better coach for the team. His first year was
kind of questionable."
Curry added that he felt DeFranco was improving
this year. "He was a little more team-oriented," he
said.
"We'll miss him as a motivator and a coach, but not
the negative publicity," Jackson said.
McDowell said he is not disappointed that DeFranco left.
"I'm not going to say I'm glad he left," McDowell
said. "I'm not unhappy he left. I just don't think its a
big deal."
McDowell has not named a new coach yet. The
leading candidate appears to be Laurie Burdell.
Burdell bas been practicing the team recently.
DeFranco's tenure at UCF has been filled with
controversy. Last spring, the No. 1 player (JeffDavis}
quit the team after losing his ranking to Curry.
SEE TENNIS PAGE 15

Carter, players striving for better basketball
by Chris Brady
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

UCF basketball Coach Phil Carter
said his team's December schedule
would not be easy.
His prophesy was proven by a 13379 thrashing at the bands of 14thranked Florida State Friday.
"The first thing you need to understand is that there is a difference in the
level of play between us and Florida
State," Carter said. "But we are cap~ble of giving them a much better

game that we gave them Friday."
The season-opener for the Krughts is
being chalked up as a learning experience for the team. Every player who
dressed for the game played, including
four freshmen.
"It was a great opportunity for our
young players to get early game experience in high p,..i>c;:~11r ... lcomµetitionl,"
Carter said. "We won't play many more
teams with as much speed and athletic
ability as Florida State."
Freshman Lorenzo Lockett did not
dress for the game. Lockett was poked
in the eye and has experienced vision

problems. Carter expected Lockett to
return to practice this week, but was
not sure if he would be able to play this
weekend in games against Toledo and
Dayton.
Carter saw several areas the team
could improve on during practice.
"We need to show more patience on
offense and work more as a team wiLh
less one-on-one play," Carter said. "We
also need to improve defensively and in
reboundin&""
"Our big problem was our man-toman defense," junior guard Bob Blackwood said. "The defense broke down

Rle Photo/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Pat Crocklin (20) battles for possession. The senior forward is expected to provi~eleadership on a young basketball squad
this year .

•

and it was hard to compensate for it."
Despite the big loss, Carter also said
there were some positive aspects about
the game.
"We did have some good highlights
as a team and individually as well,"
Carter said. "But we are not ready to
play our best ball yet."
Despite Florida State's national
ranking, the team could give them a
better game. The Krughts will have a
chance to prove that Dec. 28 when they
meet Florida State in the first-round of
the Red Lobster Classic in Orlando.
"We knew going into the game that
they were good, but we were still playing to win," Blackwood said. "Getting
beat by 54 points is devastating to any
team. But I don't think any team in the
country is 50 points better than any one
else."
Blackwood and Carter both believe
the team's confidence was not shattered by the loss. The team still has
more games ahead.
"I don't think anything has changed
with our confidence," Carter said. "I
think we may have more committment
now. But we have a long season ahead
of us and a lot to accomplish. n
The team is in the middle of a fivegame, season-opening road trip. However, they hope to get back on track
following the Florida State game.
''We are not known as a great road
team," Blackwood said. "But we are
confident that we can win Friday and
Saturday in Ohio."
BASKETBALL NOTES - In addition to the four seniors the Knights lost
from last season's team, UCF also lost
guard Marty Collier. Collier averaged
SEE BASKETBALL PAGE 15
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• TRACK CLUB MEETING

The UCF Track Club will
hold an organizational meeting Dec. 1 at 5 p.m. at the
Wayne Denscb Sports Center.
Those interested in joining
should plan to attend or contact Tom Davis at 281-1462.
• BASEBALL CLINIC

UCF baseball Coach Jay
Bergman will conduct a baseball clinic Dec. 10-11 at the
UCF Baseball Complex for
youths, ages 7-17.
Sessions will be from 12
p.m. to 5 p.m. The Dec. 10 session will focus on hitting and
the Dec. 11 session will be on
pitching. Parents are welcome
to attend both session, which
will include drug and steroid
education.
Bergman, along with his
staff and guest speakers, will
give the instruction.
Cost is $15 per session or
$25 for both sessions. The
clinic is limited to 80 campers.
Each camper is responsible for
his own equipment.
For more information, contact the Baseball Office at 2752261.
• LIONS' TICKETS

The Orlando Lions have
announced theirl 988 season
ticket prices.
Adults season packages cost

$50 and children 1 7-and-under can see a season's action
for $30.
The Lions, members of the
10-team American Soccer
League, will play 10 home
games at the Florida Citrus
Bowl-Orange County/Orlando
in 1989. Tampa Bay, Fort
Lauderdale and 1988 ASL
Champion Washington will
highlight the home schedule.
Play will begin in April and
conclude with the league
championships in August. Call
(407) 240-07 69 for ticket information.
In other ASL off-season
news, a new franchise has
been awarded to a South New
Jersey/Philadelphia member
for the 1990 season.
Commissioner
Chuck
Blazer, who was re-elected by
the ASL board to his third oneyear term, made the announcement at the annual
league meeting in October. He
said the expansion has been
planned to accommodate gradual growth with the objective
of becoming nationally known
in sporting circles.

fi]

rJSUDZ Pub

Open 11 AM everyday
Sandwiches, Homemade Chili & Pizza
• Live Acoustic Music on Weekends
Finest Imported & Domestic Beer + Wine
• Discount on Pitchers with Student I.D.

2 Miles west of Alafaya on left in Tower Place.
On H1 hwa 50
1--~~~~~~---------1---------------~~--~~~--------------~-:-
1r===~

Air Fares based on Round trip travel. Restrictions apply.

'13~ourteous
ansun;;;~;~r;;;zl -~
service to UCF students

9442 E. COLONIAL • 282-5100

----QUESTION #11
WHO WAS THE ORIGINAL LEAD
GUITARIST FOR HUMBLE PIE?

Compiled by Chris Brady
Send Sports Briefs to:
Chris Brady
c/o The Future
PO Box 25000
Orlando, Fl 32816

TRIVIA CONTEST RULES: Come into any Peaches with your
answers to each of the trivia questions Answers should be in chronological
order. The entry with the most correct answers will win an LP or cassette of
their choice each week during the Spring 1989 semester. Official rules available upon request at any Peaches Last day to enter is December 31,
1988. Winner to be announced in January 5, 1989 issue of The Future.

Grand Opening

Colonial Dr.
Altamonte Springs
S. Orange Blossom Tr.

qeorgette
Fine Ladies' Apparel
11865 East Colonial Dr
(in Alafaya Commons)
Orlando, Florida 32826

SCIENCE AND
ENGINEERING
MAJORS!

(407) 277-6742

DR. JOHN J.

HAMMERLI,

OPTOMETRIST
NEAR UCF
10279 E. COLONIAL
ORLANDO, FL

DR.

273-7370
549 W. LAKE MARY BLVO.
LAKE MARY I

Fl

The Air Force has openings for men and women in
selected science and engineering
fields. To prepare )OU for one, )OU can
apply for an Air Force ROTC scholarship.
See what it can do for )OU. Contact the campus Air Force ROTC representative toda)!

•

CAPT DANA WILLIS
407-275-2264
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Leadership Excellence Starts Here

~IGHT

CELLULITE
EFFECTIVELY
WITH
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TAKE A 20 MINUTE STUDY BREAK
Tan The WOLFF SYSTEM Way!
Where The Sun Always Shines!

·········-···
: Buy 5 Visits I

,·ll.l

I

~

TAN-FASTIQUE introduces
f-4
Deep Heat therapy for the treat- · ~
ment of cellulite and body con- ~
touring. Call today for your free ~
consultation.
~

.$19.95
FIRST TREATMENT

Call for appointment

11

~

·~

Get 5 Free!

I

=
$29.95 =
I Sign up a friend and .get 2 I
I
I

visits FREE!
Coupon Expires 12-17-88

I
I

·-----------·

TAN-FASTIQUE TANNING SALON

rAiiiA)I

v . •

1111

~..-.. ....

Nails by Patricia •Pedicure .. Waxing

TOWER PLACE• M-F: 8:30-9P.M. • SAT: 9-7P.M.• SUN: CLOSED

10376 E. Colonial Dr. • 282-6042
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University of Central Florida
Men's Basketball Schedule 1988-89
Date

...

Opponent

Time

Jan.2
Jan.5
Jan. 7
Jan. 12
Jan. 14
Jan. 19
Jan. 21
Jan.24
Jan.28
Feb. 1
Feb.4
Feb. 7
Feb. 11
Feb. 13
Feb. 18
Feb.22
Feb.25
March 3

at Florida State
at Toledo
at Dayton
at Iowa
at Alabama
Winthrop
Red Lobster Classic at Orlando Civic Center
Villanova vs. Auburn
Florida State vs. UCF
Red Lobster Classic
Consolation
Championship
William & Mary
Liberty
Coastal Carolina
at Bethune-Cookman
Southwest Louisiana
Texas Wesleyan
at Nicholls State
Baptist College
Davidson
Flagler
Rollins at Orlando Arena
Florida International
Akron
Northern Illinois
at Florida International
Bethune-Cookman
at Davidson
Merrill Lynch Classic at UCF

7:30
8:00
8:00
8:00
8:30
7:30
TBA
7:00
9:00
TBA
7:00
9:00
7:30
8:00
2:00
7:30
7:30
8:00
8:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
TBA
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
TBA

6:00
8:00

March 4

Mt. St. Mary's vs. Nicholls State
Warner Southern vs. UCF
Merrill Lynch Classic

Nov.25
Dec.2
Dec.3
Dec. 14
Dec. 17
Dec.22
Dec.28

Dec.29

•
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FROM PAGE 13

t~~, ~~N~DRINKING AND DRIVING
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CAN KILL

A FRIENDSHIP.

DeFranco played for UCF in
the early '80s and was an AllAmerican for Krass in 1983.
When he played, he was
known for his liberal style.
As a coach he said he would

BASKETBALL
FROM PAGE 13

8 .4 points a game and added 46
assists in his freshman season
last year.

15

not allow his players to get
away with the things he used
to get away with. One of his
disciplinary measures was
making two players stand in
the corner with their rackets
held in the serve position for
an hour. DeFranco also made
the team run nine miles after it
played poorly in a dual match.
Carter said that Collier has
returned to his home state of
Indiana where he is attending
a mortuary school. Collier is
not playing basketball at the
school.

Tilat's how serious AIDS is.
Anyone can get the AIDS virus by havihg
sex with an infected person. And you just can't
be sure who's infected. The carrier ofien
doesn't knO"N, and can have the virus years
before the symptoms start showing up.
And once you get AIDS, you'll likely die.
No 1f:,, ancb Uf LUlt::>.
Nol having sex is one sure way to avoid
AIDS. But if you have sex, use a condom .
Because lhe one thing .
you don't want to hear 1s
- - - - "You've got AIDS:'
•

AIDS

If you thinkyou can't get it,
you're dead wrong.

''_The
Kihq
.
Gears·

"'

Cyc es
12269 University Boulevard (across from U.C.F.)

UCF

:~~~:~!:~::~r~1:11;21~~1:1: :1:1~ 1:1:1: :1H1:1:~: : : :~ 1~:1:1~~iiu~n:~~:: ~: :1: 1:~: : : :d: : : : : : : : ~: : : :1: §:9:v:2a¥:: : : : : : : : ~·: : : : :
5p.m. - lOp.m.

Knight $1.00
Imports
Specials .

3p.m. - 6p.m.
All You Can Eat

50¢ Slice and
Buy One
Pitcher
Get One Free

1la.m. - 2p.m.

Brunch

Plenty of Christmas Gifts Available:

lltllll&1•
HOURS: Mon.-Sat. 10:00am-6:00pm

LOCATED IN THE UNIVERSITY SHOPPES

All You Can Eat

(Across from UCF)

$4~95

281•6488
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Program Applies To:

You Can
OWN ·
a new
Nissan
with
NO MONEY
DOWN

SENT RA

PICK-UP

With Nissan's First Time
Buyer Program there's:
• No down payment required
• No age restrictions
• No minimum time of employment
ALL YOU NEED IS:
• To be a first time buyer
• To have verifiable full-time employment
• To have no unsatisfactory credit history
• To have verifiable residence for one year

Also, save
thOUSandS On
all new 1988
•
For more information call:
NISSans !!
FIRST TIME BUYERS~· HOTLINE
'657-9500
Hurry! Program Ends Soon1!

NORMAN BROTHERS.·NISSAN
'

.

1983 N. Semoran Blvd.
(HWy 436) between University and Hwy 50
..
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Not all that great of a year for '1969'
still involved in the Vietnam
War.
Nineteen-sixty-nine was a
The movie 1969 is about
year of bedlam and the the two 19-year-old pals. Scott
closing year in a decade of (Kiefer Sutherland) and
tragedy. It was the year that Ralph (Robert Downey Jr.)
men walked on the moon, are two half-hearted hippies
and those "miracle" Mets who hit the road and try to
won the World Series.
follow their hearts, but ulti1969 was also a year in mately fail and end up comwhich the United States was ing home to mom.
by Richard E. Karman

Both are against the war Scott's protest of tile war is
so they enroll in college to what drives his father to disavoid being drafted. We are own him. But it's his mother,
shown the '60s college expe- J esste (Mariette Hartley),
rience; the riots. It's practi- who gives him the strength
cally the first experience the and courage to continue his
two draft dodgers share in beliefs.
Summer arrives and that's
the land of higher education.
Another on-going conflict all the excuse Scott and
throughout the film is be- Ralph need to hit the road
tween Scott and his father. once again. But a pattern
arises in their lives and the
road trip is cut short once
they realize they have different wants and needs.
In this film, it isn't very
surprising to see a theater
marquee advertising the film
Easy Rider.
Easy Rider. The ultimate

Keifer Sutherland stars as Scott Denny and Robert Downey, Jr. plays Ralph
Carr, two half-hearted hippies in the movie 1969.

hippie/biker/discover
America/ adventure movie
that showed a generation
dealing with problems it and
other generations created.
Numerous riots, the drug
culture, violence and prejudice all had a great effect on
the '60s era.
In Easy Rider there is no
talk of going out on the road.
It's simply done. In 1969
we're shown the immaturity
of Scott and Ralph. They
don't believe In their cause
totally. Instead, we see them
wade into the pool of protest
up to their knees. not wantinp; to. or not havin,g the desire to, jump into the deep
end.
We are shown the gullibility of the two when Scott says
1969 is the year everyone is
going to talk about. The year
prejudice, poverty and fight-

SEE 1969 PAGE 6

Looks and style are not everything for Jetboy
by Bill Morrissey

Artist: Jetboy
Album: Feel the Shake

Producer: Tom Allom
At first glance, Jetboy
appears to be another follower of the recent "sleaze
rock" movement, (a.k.a.
Guns N' Posers, Faster
Pussycat and L. A. Guns)
but, thank God, looks can be

deceiving.
The music of this five-

111£@1

Album
piece outfit from San Francisco is in the vein of early
AC/DC-style
blues
rock'n'roll, and although the
songs are not very intricate
or involved, they do have a

definite appeal and style.
Jetboy features mohawkladen Mickey Finn (vocals),
Fernie Rod (rhythm guitar,
lead guitar and backing vocals). Billy Rowe (rhythm
guitar, slide guitar and backing vocals), Ron Tostenson
(drums and backing vocals)
and ex-Hanoi Rocks bassist,
Sam Yaffa.

SEE ALBUM PAGE 7

Old style brings new flare for new Kansas album.
called Neosho Falls which was aban- listener head.first into the second cut,
doned in the early '50s after a flood. "Under One Big Sky," which begins with a
The town really inspired a lot of the straight forward heavy rock feel. This feel is
enhanced during the chorus with the addiArtist: Kansas
album," he said.
Album: In the Spirit of Things
The album begins with a powerful tion of a children's choir singing along triProducer: Bob Ezrin
ballad called "Ghosts." This song umphantly with lead vocalist Steve Walsh.
immediately introduces the ghost The song speaks of the social injustice that
A standing ovation goes out to the town concept, with the eerie solemnity plagued Neosho Falls during its prosperous
band Kansas for its latest release, In of the earlier Kansas hit "Dust in the days.
The fifth cut on Side 1, "House on Fire,"
the Spirit of Things This album is a Wind."
The fade out of "Ghosts" draws the is deserving of recognition simply for the
welcome addition to the band's already credible legacy of re- ____..,.....__________________ guitar virtuosity displayed
leases.
on it. Steve Morse opens up
by squeezing harmonics
from seemingly nowhere,
~~
spinning them into a torrent
of string bends and tremolo
dives. This solo crashes into
a single bar fill by-Ehart, then
Produced by Bob Ezrtn
immediately into the body of
(Pink Floyd, Peter Gabriel) In
the song, a harsh pop rock
the Spirit ofThings started as
tune in the inimitable style of
a vision in drummer Phil
Kansas.
Ehart's mind.
One unfortunate aspect of
"We decided to focus the
this album is that the first
album on a ghost town,"
song on Side 2, "Stand BeEhart said in a press release.
side Me," is the first single·
"We got in touch with a friend
Photo Courtesy Glen We11.ler/MCA Records
released from the album. The .
of ours who happened to be
song is enhanced by a tastean authority on Kansas Band Members of Kansas: Steve Morse, Richard
ghost towns.
SEE KANSAS PAGE 5
"We learned of this place Williams, Phil Ehart, Billy Greer and Steve Walsh.
by John Citrone

Album
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Calendar

.
•

• Enzian Films
High Season. a satire on
the effects of t]:le tourist
trade on a Greek island.
directed by Clare Peploe
and starring Jacqueline
Bisset, will play at the
Enzian Theater December
2-8.
The film was shot by the
Oscar-winning cinematographer of The Mission,
Chris Menges. Also at
Enzian's Babette's Feast.
a film about the effects of a
mysterious
French
woman on a puritanical
Danish coastal village in
the late 19th century will
run December 27-30 and
January 3-5. The film is
directed by Gabriel Axel
and features Stephane
Audran as Babette.

•

•

•

• Heavy Metal Concert
The heavy metal bands
Slayer, Motorhead and
Over Kill will play at 7:30
pm on Thursday. December 1 at the Ocean Center
in Daytona Beach.
Tickets cost $14 in advance and $15 the day of
the show, and are available at the Ocean Center
Box Office and at all Ticketmaster outlets. For more
information call 904-2544500.
•

Hello, Dolly!

The musical comedy,
Hello, DoUy! starring Patricia Worthington as Dolly
Levi.will be the last show
of the Fall Season at the
Mark Two Dinner Theater,
and will play through the
holidays until January 8.
The Mark Two Dinner
Theatre is located at Par
and Edgewater in the
Edgewater Center.
For tickets and information please call 8436275.
• Art After Dark
The Associates of the
Orlando Museum of Art
will present "Art To Wear"
on December 14 from 5 to
8 pm at the Orlando Museum of Art. Clothing and
accessories coordinated
by Gerald Gillis of the
Spotted Zebra, other area
fashion designers and artists Henry Sinn and Sue
Roberts will be highlighted.
The Orlando Museum of
Art is located 2416 North
Mills Avenue in Orlando.
For more information call
896-4231.
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Much to be festive about this Christmas in the Orlando area
locations, or by calling 839-3900 and
• Daytona Beach Civic Ballet
The Daytona Beach Civic Ballet will charging to MasterCard or VISA.
present The Nutcracker on December
10 at 8 pm at the Peabody Audito- • Madrigal Dinner
rium in Daytona Beach. Anthony The University of Central Florida will
Parks, a student of the Royal Ballet usher in the holiday season with its
School in London and a present annual Madrigal Dinners.
The UCF music department welmember of the Northwest Florida
Ballet. will play the role of The Cava- comes friends and neighbors to the
lier. The Sugar Plum Fairy will be traditional feast of roast prime beef,
played by Ammie Black, also a complete with the arrival of the
member of the Northwest Florida
Ballet.

•

•

• St. James Cathedral
St. James Cathedral will present an
Advent Concert in the Cathedral at
12:20 pm on Thursday, December 1
with Blake Hobby, organist. St.
James Cathedral will also present a
free Christmas Candelight Concert,
Sunday, December 18 at 7:30 pm at
the Cathedral which will f ea tu re
dance and drama.

and charging to MasterCard, VISA or
American Express.
• Rollins
The Annual Christmas Vespers will
take place at Rollins on December 9
at 6: 15 pm; December 10 at 6: 15 pm
and on December 11at8:30 pm.
The event will take place in th~

Knowles Memorial Chapel and are
open to the public free of charge.
'Ficket requests may be sent to the
Knowles Memorial Chapel, Box
2738, Rollins College, Winter Park,
FL 32789.
The request should specify the
day preferred and must include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.

~

Christmas
Calendar

Wassail Bowl, Boar's Head and
Flaming Plum Pudding. Strolling
minstrels, players and the UCF
Madrigal Singers will be featured
beginning each evening at 7:30 pm
on December 2, 3, 8, 9 and 10.
• Southern Ballet Theatre
The Florida Symphony Orchestra Admission is $20 per person.
For additional information on the
and Southern Ballet Theatre will
present Orlando's traditional holiday Madrigals and dinner reservations,
event, Tchaikovsky's The Nutcracker call Dr. Mark Stallings, UCF director
at 7:30 pm, December 7-11 at the of choral activities, at 275-2874.
Carr Performing Arts Centre. Mati~
nee performances will be offered ·on • Florida Symphony Orchestra
December 10 and 11 at 2 pm. Spon- Ring in the holidays with lhe Florida
sored by the Olive Garden Restau- Symphony Orchestra and special
rant, this year's production of The guests as the FSO presents its anNutcracker will feature nationally nual Holiday Pops Concert. Resident
known guest artist Thom Lake. Bar- Conductor Michael Krajewski will
bara Riggins of Southern Ballet The- conduct a program filled with festive
atre is artistic director for the pro- and traditional songs of the season.
duction, and resident Conductor Holiday Pops will be presented on
Michael Krajewski will conduct the Saturday, December 17 at 8 pm at
orchestra. Tickets are priced $11, the Carr Performing Arts Centre.
• $14 and $16 and can be purchased Individual tickets range in price from
at the Carr Performing Arts Centre $10 to $22 and can be purchased at
Box Office (10 am to 6 pm Monday the FSO Box Office at 1900 North
• - through Friday), all TicketMaster Mills Avenue. or by calling 894-2011

Photo Cotxtesy of Daytona Beach Civic BoDet

Ammie Black and Anthony Parkes appear in the Deceber l oth
production of The Nutcracker.

)[-~~-~

Featuring

Ballet Orlando and the
UCF Community
Symphony Orchestra
TICKETS ON SALE AT THE KIOSK ·
Students: FREE
General· Admission: $5.00
Student Center Auditorium ·
•

Sunday, December ii
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BILLIARDS

....---..__B I L. L I A~ Q S

POCKET BILLIARDS AT ITS _FINEST .
.

Merry Christmas_
from Class Break
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: . WITH COUPON... NO PURCHASE NECESSARY

:·
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~

VALID: Mon-Fri 11-9
Sat 2-9
Sun 6-9
* Limit 1 coupon per person per visit.

Limit 1 person per coupon.
Good through December 31, 1988.
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Be sure to ask how
you can get mugged
at Class Break
Billiards!

:

~

tr?

;

.

Located at:
University Shoppes
Alafaya Trail &
University Blvd.
Next to Olympus and UCF
Credit Union

~·

Phone: 277-POOL
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:
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:
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KANSAS FROM PAGE 2

•

.•

cine man turned rainmaker.
When trying to fake a cereful fretless bass line played mony, he actually summons
by Billy Greer, but this is not the storm that destroyed the
enough to carry this simple town .
and somewhat sappy ballad.
The haunting feeling of the
The songs that follow lyrics is accentuated by a
"Stand Beside Me" are con- Southern gospel choir singstructed with such dexterity ing the chorus. This is foland feeling that they over- lowed by an intriguing inshadow the "slippery strumental called "T. 0.
Witcher." This soft country
ballad is a celebration of
Morse's skill and deftness on
acoustic guitar.
The album is concluded
with a bittersweet song about
returning home after war to
find that the changing times
have left you behind. Richard
Williams' and Morse's guitars mesh flawlessly with
each other as well as with the
backing keyboard llnes to
create a very emotional depopyness" of the previous parture from In the Spirit of
number.
Things.
"The Preacher" is a driving
The members of Kansas
song about a Neosho Falls truly maintain their well
pastor's closed-minded dog- deserved place among the
matism and how it affects the most innovative and cultown. The bridge between tured of rock musicians.
verse and chorus is notewor- With intricate guitar and
thy in that it is a counter- piano llnes. soaring vocals
point to the rest of the song. and thoughtfully written
"The Rainmaker" is a lyrics, In the Spirit of Things
tastefully written ballad is a must for any true music
about a Neosho Falls medi- lover.

Just say no to White Lion's latest

Photo Courtesy of Atlantic Records

With their last album Pride , band members of the group White Lion:
James Lomezo. Greg D'Angelo, Mike Tramp and Vito Bratta.
by Bill Morrissey
Artist: White Lion
Album: Pride
Producer:
Mlchael

Wagener
Interested in listening
to an innovative and
highly original-sounding
metal band? Does the
thought of experiencing a
quality rock album and all
its attributes whet your
appetite? If the answer to
these two questions is yes,
then by all means, avoid
White Lion's latest release,
Pride..

White Lion features Vito
Bratta (guitar}, Mike
Tramp (vocals). ex-An-

thraxmember Greg D'Angelo
(drums) and James Lamenzo
(bass). The album contains
very few high points, so I'll
begin with those.
The overall production of

gr.m

Alb uni
Pride is exceptional, especially on the guitar and drum

tracks, and stands out
prominently on the semiballad .. Lady of the Valley."
Despite the radio overkill
of the songs "Wait" and "Tell
Me," they still manage to
emerge as the strongest cuts
on the album, and have con-

trtbuted substantlally to
Essentially, the album is
plagued with three faults,
the first being a total lack
of originality. Each song
runs right into the next,
and sounds no different
from the others. There is
absolutely
nothing to
them except for the guitar
work by Bratta. He has
been called an innovator,
but seems like nothing
more than an Eddie Van
Halen clone.
T h e
finger-tapping technique
Bratta utilizes excessively
gets tedious and very predictable as the album

Pride's success.

SEE ROCK PAGE 7

POSITIONS AVAILABLE

•

•

•
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he feels and what he wants
out of life.
The best surprise in 1969
mg will all be gone.
is
Mariette
Hartley. Her porSutherland (Young Guns,
trayal
of
Jessie
is completely
Stand By Me) does a fine job
and is very believable as a credible and very well done.
hippie. The scene where lie From bringing Scott cookies
earns his highest marks is an when he's at college to quiet.
emotional confrontation tendermoments. allofwhich
with his father near the end are done with great feeling
and emotion.
of the film.
1969's biggest flaw is that
Downey Jr. (Less Than
it
gets
caught in between on
Zero, Joh.rul.y Be Good) uses
1969 to help him be taken taking stands.
The storyline doesn't seem
seriously as an actor. He
to
want to commit. And
wasn't that good. but has
towards
the end it drifts off
shown improvement since he
was miscast in the ever-so- course. In the last third of the
movie Ralph is forgotten. He
bortng Uss Than Zero.
His best moment is when gets locked up injail and by
he's talking to Scott on their taking him out of the picture,
second road trip about how 1969 turns into a half-baked

1969 FROM PAGE 2

teen romance fihn and draws
away from its main plot.
However, a last effort to
save the film is taken when
Ralph gets back on screen in
the final scene.
Unfortunately. he has
been off screen too long to
salvage the movie or to continue the flow which had
been created earlier. W h a t
1969 lacks in story and acting, it makes up for with its
strong soundtrack
The Jirni Hendrix Experience; The Moody Blues;
Crosby, Stills and Nash;
Creedence Clearwater Revival; and Cream are just a
few of the bands that were
used on the movie's sound
track.

Although 16-24 year olds compri~ onJy 20 J>6Cent cl~ lie~ d~rs
in this country, and account f0< less than 20 percent d the total venkle
miles traveled. they are involved In 42% of all fatal alcohol-re!ated crashes

Impaired driver, and atways buckle up your ufety belt.

~

.. .'

·

~~"

Look at the numbers •••
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••
THERE ARE
•
•
UCF Students
6,ooo Seniors
2,000 Faculty
4 2 ,000 Alumni
18,000

The Navy Training Systems Center, UCF
Research Park, wants to hire three UCF
Students majoring in either electrical or
computer engineering for full-time co-op
positions both this spring and next summer.
Interested sophomores and juniors, US citizens, with a minimum 2.5 GPA may apply at
the UCF Cooperative Education Program
office, Adm. Bldg., Room 128.

•

•

·-

•
•

MANAGEMENT TRAINEE,
ENTRY LEVEL
This December or Recent Gr aduates
Put Your N ew College Degree To Work

YOU'RE CRUISING FOR A BRUISING
If YOU DRIVE WHILE BOOZING
Please don't drink and drive, never ride with an alcohol or drug

'N.T.S.C. Co-Op Jobs

•
GET YOUR
•
••
•
• YEARBOOK AT •
•
•
•
••
THE KIOSK ••
•
•
•
T
ODAY!
•
••••••••••••••• •• • •• ••••••••
•

BUT
ONLY 2,000 YEARBOOKS
Reminder: Tomorrow is the deadline for aJl clubs and greeks

Bright, agressive individual required for development & expansion of major national corporation, ex. panding in Central Florida.
Management trainees beginat$1200/mo. +OT with
1st year income of $17,000, minimum. Advancement to
management based on performance and merit, annual
earnings growing to $25,000 to $50,000/year. Recent
degree preferred. For interview, contact Tom Mckenna
at (407) 843-5411 OT send resume to:

Enterprise Co .
35 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando, FL 32801.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
PART TIME, MANAGEMENT INTERN
We offer:

• 20-35 hours per week
• Flexible scheduling
• 11 area locations
• Training program
• Competitive compensation

If you will begraduatingin the next 18 monthsandare
;n tcrested in part time work to gain management experience, con tact Tom Mckenna at (407) 843-5411.

•

4315 N.O.B. Trail • Orlando, Florida· 32804
Presents

All Ages Night

•

.

Every Thursday & Sunday at 8:00pm
Featuring .

•

Free Pepsi Products All Night

''Pay once at the door
and pay no more!''
Featuring the best in Dance and Progressive Music

•

I
•

•
•
•

•

•

•
•
'

.
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ROCK FROM PAGE 5

ord, "When the Children
Cry," has potential, but is
progresses, and reminds me mercilessly massacred by
of a reprise of Eddie's work on his nasal singing .
Van Halen's debut LP.
The third and final fault is
!he second major fault is the complete lack of innovathe vocalizing of Tramp, who tion in the lyrics. Pride falls
sounds like a whiny 2-year- about 23.beers short of a case
old with a sinus infection. in the area of quality and
The only ballad on the rec- meaning.

Pride is not a bad album if
you enjoy Bon Jovi and the
other bands that put out this
sort of music to make a quick
buck, but if you are looking
for something original and
with a bite, I would strongly
suggest that you keep White
Lion out of sight , out of mind
and out of any audible range.

ALBUM FROM PAGE 2

The combination of these
five musicians wor~ to the
band's fullest potential. .
Jetboy's debut release.
Feel the Shake, is essentially,
forlackofbetterwords, afun
. compilation not to be taken
too literally or too seriously.
The music is a good mixture
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' : - - - - - - - - - - - - . , of standard rock and blues
riffs combined with some fine
slide gu itar work by Rowe.
The overall production is
exceptional; especially on
the vocal and backing vocal
tracks.
Finn's distinct vocal style
is used t o its full advantage.
rather than being rammed
forcefully down your throat.
(Note W. Axl Rose's
extraordinarily annoying
vocals on "Appetite for Destruction.")
Four songs are particularly noteworthy.
The title cut and first
single release, "Feel the
---------------------------------~Shake," is by far the most
powerful and attentiongrabbing of the lot. It maintains a steady, driving

rhythm throughout.
"Make Some Noise" is as
equally forceful, and displays $Orne of Rowe's slick
slide guitar work. "Hometown Blues" has a grtnding,
slctw- p'c:t~e tl b lues tempo
mixed superbly with Finn's
Bon Scott-sounding vocals
that will take you back to the
days of early AC / DC. (A definite shadow of "Night
Prowler."}
The fourth song, "Snakeb it~." is the recording's fastest number. The Duane
Eddy-style gl,litar picking in
the beginning is indeed effective, and gives the song a
distinctive rough edge.
Overall, Feel the Shake, is
a strong, well orchestrated
recording, and I was pleasantly surprised with the
musicianship displayed
throughout.
So if you are in the market
for some good "no frills"
rock'n'roll, pick up Jetboy's
debut release.
The photo on the front may
make the band look stupid,
but the music definitely
speaks for itself.

•

•

Vintage
•

Clot~g

Company·

Vintage Costumes, Masks
and Accessories.
FOOD "A ND SPIRITS
Live Bands -- Fri., Sat. & Sun .

•

Social Hours
2 for 1Well•50¢ Draft• 3.50 Pitcher
Mon. -Fri. 11 AM -7 PM
Mon. - Thurs. 11 PM - 12 AM
Sat. & Sun. 7 PM - 9 PM
Munchies & Hors d 'oeuvres 4 PM - 7 PM

Tt£N

Daily Drink Specials

•

Large Screen T.V.
Free Popcorn on Game Nights

~A~OEN

50¢ Draft

•

Check Out the Deli

CHINESE RESTAURANT

•

New Menu Items
Daily Lunch Specials
Open 7 Days 'til Closing

The best authentic Chinese
Restaurant on the east side of town!
BIGGEST PORTIONS· LOWEST PRICES!!

•

Check with us for coming events

featuring:

Cantonese, Mandarin; Szechuan & Hunan

••t1•11•11

Planning a Party?
Give us a call...
Special Orders--Special Rates

MEAL PLAN NOW AVAILABLE
Private Parties to Accomodate 35
reservations suggested

281-1864
·1 1786 East Colonial Drive...
Alafaya Village • Orlando, Fl

M-F: 11 :00-10:00 • S & S: 11 :30-10:00 P.M.

•

t

~

HWY.50

<

N

UCF

f

12247 University Blvd.

•

282. 2476

0

-
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MUSIC FROM PAGE 1
scary, too weird.
· In those days Spit, which
was about the only new-wave
place in Orlando, put cages
up around the dance floor
and around the bars and
people - dressed too weird
for me to describe and too
weird fo! you to imagine
-would come in and attempt
to climb the fence and then
go staggering off to brood in
the corner. Great nights. Yes
,most great nights.
The music was political
and said,' in effect, that life
was a joke and the only thing
for us to believe in was nothing. So that was OK. We were
young and began believing in
nothing.

The music was loud,
harsh and aggressive - the
Sex Pistols, the Clash, X. But
within a few years the trends
that would eventually destroy the thing began to
appear, and at about the
time A Flock of Seagulls
blasted the first synthesized
note out of their speakers, it
had become a big business
Fashion Statement.
.. Underground is a long
way from what it was. It was
a way of life. Now ifs become
a lot more trendy. Itwasmore
than going to a club and
being seen," said Mccann.
"It's not important to be a
beatnik or a hippie or a punk
- it's important to be yourself. As long as there are
individuals. there will be an
underground scene."

It seems, thoup:h, that
a new group of peopJe have
assumed the throne of new
wave. In Orlando, bands like
Braille Closet, Heart Attack
Diner and others continue
with the irreverence and
power that gives music such
meaning to all of us.
And there are clubs to go
with this late surge of underground music: the Beach
Club, downtown, where you
can sit on a patio and look at
the spires and reaches of
Orlando, and Visage, a very
wild place indeed.
Underground music is so
essential to living in our day
and age that it seems to say
about our world what we are
all dying to say. (And of
course what else could we
say but "Wow!")

Central Florida
Chiropractic Group
20 1

N. VVymore Road
&47"'-SSSC>

E.

~<>L<>

Students:
Make the most of your
study time with this
easy-to-use calculator.

Power to handle your
tough problems. And
ifs the best one
available for matrix
and vector math!

Come in and try one today.
F.f611 HEWLETT

~/:.a PACKARD

ill INTERNATIONAL

do
something
great for your
bank account

... I A L

C::: . . I IRl C> IP RA. C:::T I C
9468 E. Colonial Drlv ·
&58-GSOC>

l<IAl<INIA.N

EDC.EWA.TEFI

C: HI A<>PFl.A.C:T IC:
4 8 N. Kirkman Road
2 9 1 - 1 <><><>

C . . I IRlC>IPIRAC"TIC
54 10 Edgewater Drive

2 9 5 - 2 & & ...

.-----------------------------,
FREE SPINAL EXAMINATION CHECK
1
I

The HP-425 RPN Scientific Calculator

2914 Corrine Drive, Orlando • 898-0081

Most spinal problems aren't obvious.
but the pain they cause sure is. You :feel
it in your back, head, shoulders or
lb:n.bs. Traditional treatment o:f these
syi:n.ptoms with medication or surgery
o:ften w-on 't eliminate their source.
We w-orry that you '11 overlook natural
solutions. I:fyou need care chiropractic
can't provide, we'll tell you.
Pain isn't funny. so please call today.
Chiropractic helps your body work the
way it's supposed to. naturally.

W'VINl<>RE

The HP-14B Business Calculator

Calculator & Computer

Pairi takes the Fun
out of Life.

C:H81R<>PIRA.C:T'IC:

NEW from Hewlett-Packard

If you want to create some real excitement with
your banker, come and join the excitement at the new
T.G.I. Friday' in Orlando.
\\'e're opening our door in the next few weeks. Right
nov . w are hiring full- and part·time po ition for all
hift .
TGJ Frida , Inc. i the nation' leading casual
r taurant ..Join u and make thi your be t year ever.
Apply in p on Monday through aturda 9am-6pm to
the ompri H t I. 68 Palm Parkway Lake Buena
Vi ta, Florida. EOE.

1

VALUED AT $50.00

I

ITue patient and any other person responsible for payment has the right to refuse to pay, cancel payment I

c

I or be rei:qibursedforpayment for any other service, examination ortreatmenl which is performed as a result I
of and within 72 hours of responding to the advertisement for the free service, examination or treatment.

•

Get your ducks in a row.
Own a spacious two-bedroom condominium for as little as $397* per month!
Be one of the first in line to see our beautiful new models and take advantage of pre-construction
discounts on your new condominium! Relax on your. private screened balcony or patio and
take in the spectacular wooded setting, or enjoy exciting amenities, including community
swimming pool, cabana and clubhouse, tennis and basketball courts.

.......

,

ON ALAFAYA TRAIL NORTH OF THE UNIVERSITY

,,..

Harkins Division
License ICGC 005468

•rncludes principal, interest and MIP. Does not include
condo fees and truces. Payment based on sales price
of $49,900 with $1500 down. bond financed at
8. 75% fixed for 30 years.

@
EOUAL HOUSING
OPPORTUNITY

366-0408

